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Arunava Bal
“Lavish Blooms of  Cineraria”

Photograph, January 19, 2020

I like the color contrasts in this picture very much. The dark 
green and purple colors give luxurious and mysterious vibes, 
while the soft white petals brighten and lighten it up. This is a 
unique color-view of  spring to me! This photograph of  beauti-
ful blooms was taken on a temple garden in Nimpith, India, on a 
visit to a friend’s house far from the bustling city!
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F R O M  T H E  E D I T O R

Introduction

At its heart, the Chestnut Review motto “for stubborn artists” 
is about the courage to dig deep, to stand tall, to offer shelter, to 
regrow. Stepping into our Spring Issue offers the chance for the 
quiet attention that is so often lacking in our lives; we hope you 
can enjoy it as much as one might savor a long walk under cherry 
blossoms or the retreat of  snow and the oncoming greening that 
takes over our Northern Hemisphere at this time of  year. For our 
friends in the Global South we salute you as you head into win-
ter; we hope to provide a little light that gets us through the cold.

We are pleased to welcome A.R. Salandy in his capacity as full 
Poetry Editor, replacing Jordan Crook, and to thank Jordan for 
her hard work both for our social media channels and as Poetry 
Editor. May 15th is also our third anniversary, and as we complete 
another cycle around the sun, we look forward to presenting our 
closing issue in Volume 3 and moving on to Volume 4.

We had the opportunity to meet many of  our staff  in-person 
for the first time at AWP this year and are forever grateful for the 
writing community we have built, including submitters, contribu-
tors, and friendly faces who came to say hello, many of  whom 
complimented our mission, our paid feedback, and our staff. We 
cherish these moments and look forward to next year in Seattle.

We will be here, digging deep, standing tall, offering shelter, 
growing and regrowing.

R E B E C C A  N A K A B A

The Garden Before

Adam’s mind was a hard chunk of  mussel shell, an unyield-
ing layered rock with space for a thumb in the dip where mussel 
meat would rest. His life was simple: The thumb pressed, the 
dip filled with a command. Moments later the thumb released, 
the curved hollow left empty. He obeyed the command. Then he 
waited for the next, spending his time tending the Garden. The 
most primeval birds, fish, mammals, plants, oceans, mountains, 
atmosphere, deserts, caves—all of  it was hideous and docile. 
Adam, too, was hideous and docile. 

New things appeared in the Garden and by nightfall became 
so thoroughly absorbed into Adam’s consciousness that know-
ing was almost a kind of  forgetting: he forgot each day what the 
Garden was like days before. Images of  his awakening, when 
there were only tufts of  sage and rippling sand, were gone; so 
too the memories of  the first briny sting against his lips when 
the oceans filled—dim and soft like overworked clay. And he had 
no vision of  what the Garden would be like the next day. As he 
tended all of  early creation, he felt each thing had always existed; 
that God had made them visible rather than fabricated them. He 
felt surrounded, cradled, by everything unseen and waiting its 
turn to appear.

There wasn’t much to do between commands. He could 
converse with animals and plants, but their experiences of  the 
simplest thing—like the feel of  a gust of  wind—were so dif-
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ferent from his own that Adam preferred to move through the 
Garden in silence. Days passed where all he did was watch the 
routine of  everything. Still, someone had to rake the leaves and 
trim the climbing rose. He had purpose while he waited for the 
thumb to press.

 
¤ ¤ ¤

 
After days of  craggy emptiness, the dip finally filled on the 

morning of  the vernal equinox. The command was simple: Seek 
a scripture tied to a scent that made him feel dusty and scoured 
at the same time. Adam climbed a eucalyptus trunk as high as he 
could to pluck a leaf. It was cleverly folded and took a long time 
to open without tearing. He translated what he could of  the in-
structions printed in sunspot burns and blurred rings of  orange 
fungus. They were not clear. 

A bone? His bone? Surely not. What could possibly grow 
from him? And which bone?

 
¤ ¤ ¤

 
It wasn’t a bad idea to start with a metatarsal. Adam soaked 

his foot in a cold spring, used tall blades of  grass to bind above 
the joint. He hardly felt the cut of  rock into skin. He buried his 
left big toe in a small hole capped with a damp swell of  loam. 
While he waited, he rubbed clay over the bloody stump. It didn’t 
hurt at all. He understood the numbness was a gift from God, a 
welcome tool for his mission. He felt hopeful as he watched the 
dirt. But an hour later only something small and hard popped 
out of  the ground, its Name unearthed with it: an acorn, smooth 
and shiny. He got the idea that size of  bone mattered. Or maybe 
usefulness? 

Next: femur, clavicle, kneecap, ulna. Cactus, scallop, iguana, 
another species of  slug. He tried reading the instructions again, 
dried out and cracked, and was able to sound out the Name: 
woman. He couldn’t translate what woman was supposed to be. 
The dip in his mind was empty, though he had faith the thumb 
would press again.

He sustained several plantings a day before he ran out of  eas-
ily accessible bones. By then he couldn’t move much, and a pro-
fusion of  future animals, plants, and the occasional mineral were 
littered around him. The dip remained bare and Adam couldn’t 
help but question if  absence was a signal, a reprimand. He knew 
none of  his creatures could stay; the only things allowed in the 
Garden were God’s directives. God had not told him to make 
an acorn or an agate. Apprehension gathered in him like sticky 
pollen. Adam would have known if  he transgressed. Surely faith 
went both ways. He dug his fingers into the dirt, grasped for 
understanding. God must have known this would happen. God 
must have trusted Adam would take care of  it. How long until he 
had to get rid of  them? Could he wait a little longer, until he had 
healed, until woman was made?  

As he lay exhausted and bloody, he surveyed his own cre-
ations. He liked how the scallop perched on the cactus when it 
rained, its hundred milky blue eyes blinking its shell closed when 
shadows passed over. The iguana often chased the acorn, both of  
them the green of  an unripe banana. Even the hunk of  rough ag-
ate radiated a mineral life at sunrise and sunset—an arm’s length 
away and a steady focal point as he rested between plantings. 

He felt close to them in a way that was absent from anything 
else in the Garden. Their minds glowed more mutely than God’s 
creations, though in a way he recognized. He’d seen himself  
reflected in water, and now he saw himself  in what grew from 
his body. The patterns of  their thoughts were familiar. He heard 
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black tidal dreams dredged forth wild chimerical combinations 
outside of  God’s command. The endless possibilities of  plant, 
animal, and landscape were rough and terrifying. Limbs entwined 
with rivers, feathers and talons sprouted blood-red magma, eyes 
exhaled brittle glacial ice. This was new terrain, a crowded geog-
raphy unmapped by instruction.

But with each dream the images smoothed, wrapped around 
him until he dreamt at last of  simple transformation in the deep 
darkness of  space unattenuated by atmosphere. A line curled up 
into a circle; blue sliding to violet sliding to black. He yearned for 
this space, so let himself  sleep. After so much silence, so much 
stony absence, it was good to be cloistered. To be held by some-
thing. 

 
¤ ¤ ¤

 
Adam woke unable to empty himself  of  his dreams. Anticipa-

tion snuggled against the empty dip, nudged forward an impulse. 
He had no way to gauge if  this thing was the right thing to fol-
low. While there had been relief  in blind guessing, in trusting 
he’d eventually bury the correct bone, he had grown desperate 
for direction. The more he shaped this impulse from his dreams 
the more it pressed on the bare dip, edging against the lip as if  it 
might spill into it and fill that emptiness. 

So he did it: he burrowed deep, left only his head free, let the 
dense wet earth mold around his body. It wasn’t hard. He had 
been lying on his back so long it was rotting into the ground 
anyway. His muscles softened and when he inhaled, the moisture 
pulled at his spine, drawing it out of  his body. When he exhaled, 
a sharp pain slammed into his head and a subterranean echo 
vibrated through him. 

Adam had failed. 

a satisfying tap, and he watched the iguana snap its tail to knock 
the acorn against a boulder again and again. Adam’s skin puffed 
and wrinkled with the rain, and the cactus swelled, too. He would 
miss them when they were gone. He drifted in and out of  con-
sciousness as he recited every seedling, every bone in his body. 

 
¤ ¤ ¤

 
Adam was little more than a sack with weak scaffolding. 

Things had grown not just from his bones but from the bloody 
iron saturation of  the dirt beneath his body. The edges of  his 
vision hemmed in, and for the first time he began to doubt what 
he’d done. Shadows bent at odd angles, condensed too tightly 
for the world’s newborn physics. Dark liquid animals that didn’t 
belong in the Garden—that didn’t belong anywhere—started 
to pace around him, their minds bright with obsidian. God had 
never made anything like them. Had they been here the whole 
time? He didn’t want to think they were part of  him. Could he 
dispel these shadow creatures, when it was all done? 

Adam kept close a new word: isolation. The cactus was dead 
and the iguana flicked away. He worried about the scallop, tightly 
closed for days. He’d lost the agate in one of  the many holes he’d 
dug and filled. The acorn had hollowed. He’d always understood 
blasphemy to be a line scratched into a rock: obvious, unchang-
ing, possible to catch a thumbnail in, but just as easy to avoid. 
Before, he thought it required intention and hate. Now, blas-
phemy was a fog bank: patchy, humid, hovering, languid. The fog 
was a fur, a splitting bark, a scaly layer that leaked his isolation 
and radiated it like heat. The sky was too open and clear. He felt 
unwatched. Uncared for.

He spent days between each planting, sleeping fitfully day 
and night. The longer he slept the more his mind wakened. His 
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snake looked at each other with wide eyes. Adam felt he should 
apologize.     

“You are not the one God wanted,” Adam said. It sounded 
more like an accusation. 

“Speech is delicious,” answered the snake. It bobbed its head 
at Adam’s abdomen in a gesture of  reference. “Thanks.”

Adam closed his eyes. His throat tightened and his face grew 
hot and he wanted to shout but he couldn’t. This new feeling 
wrung his throat raw and closed. He was not angry, and he was 
not sad. His failure, marked by God, bore the very creature who 
stayed with him. Who spoke to him. Who he could feel, watch-
ing him, waiting. Guilt. Gratitude. Despair. It was a complexity 
that overwhelmed. The new word on his tongue, like a pebble, 
like a loose tooth: betrayal. Betrayed by the too-open sky above, 
betrayed by his own body, betrayed by—it was all too much and 
then it was gone. The word lingered but the feeling was smoth-
ered. Disoriented from the sudden lack of  all that had been claw-
ing inside him, Adam wondered sluggishly if  this was the help 
he had prayed for, or if  the numb relief  was somehow his own 
doing. Tears burred his eyelashes. His mind was bruised and sore, 
an overripe fruit. 

“Let me,” offered the snake, side-winding its way to Adam’s 
left ear. The tiniest bones of  his right—stirrup, hammer, and 
anvil—had been used to make a blacktip reef  shark, which had 
thrashed miserably until it died a few minutes later. Its corpse 
rotted next to the cactus.

The snake flicked its tongue against Adam’s pinna and, in a 
glorious burst, the message made sense. Oh. The first two ribs 
he’d tried were mistakes. They had grown nothing though Adam 
had ample evidence the soil was fertile. He had moved on to 
other bones, confused but impatient. If  he had only done one 
more rib… But it was hard to feel foolish when there was such 

He should not have trusted himself. The dream impulse clari-
fied in that booming echo and he knew immediately what he had 
made. A snake instead of  woman, a snake he could feel wrig-
gling away; leaving him, like everything else in the Garden. This 
couldn’t go on much longer. Either woman would form or he—
he wasn’t sure what would happen. He hadn’t bothered wonder-
ing if  he could die. How did you recognize the purpose of  a tool 
you never needed? 

 
Out of  ideas and running out of  bones, Adam panted into 

the cool primordial morning. Should he stop? He did not want 
to try more bones; he did not want to follow another dream. He 
wanted the soaring clear dark space of  sleep. Mud soaked into 
his skin as his blood soaked into the soil and his body glowed 
with agony.

“Please,” he begged.
It was pointless. This was not how one prayed. This was not 

how one asked for help. 
 
There was no answer. He didn’t truly expect one. In the 

silence, he noticed a quiet sifting. The earth crumbled, shifted 
minutely beneath him. The snake squirmed below. It hadn’t left. 
Gently, like a worm, it carved out hollows with its body until sur-
facing itself  and Adam entirely. The snake moved with the pres-
sure of  its scaled belly against Adam’s loose, depleted structure. 
It flicked a tongue twice against his side, twice above his col-
lapsed stomach, searching. It poked its head into a spongy hole at 
the base of  Adam’s sternum between the left and right halves of  
his ruined ribcage. Adam gasped with laughter when the snake 
nosed against his diaphragm, then hissed with pain as the snake 
wound back, its head emerging from his body with a suctioned 
pop. A thin film of  Adam’s blood coated its head. Adam and the 
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breeze kicked up and when the air thickened, congealing instead 
of  flowing, the snake slid away.

“Wait,” Adam said, too late. The snake was gone. 
He was alone, but soon there would be woman. He tried to 

sit up; he had to witness, but he was too fractured. He was alone, 
but now there had to be woman. It would all be fine. Woman 
could help him clean the Garden and woman could braid young 
yellow willow branches for new bones and woman could find 
the snake and perhaps it would be the one thing he preserved 
amongst everything he had to get rid of, just for himself, if  there 
was a space in the Garden that God did not dust with so many 
eyes, if  there was a place, maybe, Adam could visit it, and then. 
And then.

relief  in knowing. 
Adam didn’t have the strength anymore to grow woman by 

himself. He understood the complete command now, and the 
three perfectly round sunspots that insisted Adam do this alone. 
Adam wavered. Had not the snake come from him? Was it not, 
then, part of  him? 

The snake watched him with its beady black eyes, pupils 
gilded in a thin iris of  golden brown, its head weaving delicately 
to balance in the air. Adam recognized the animal willingness to 
please. He knew it in himself, knew it from that first bone he sev-
ered from his body. He thought of  the withered cactus, the rot-
ting shark, how much he missed the iguana scampering after the 
acorn. Betrayal had slipped through his mind like a fish, but he 
remembered that first word, isolation. He took a shallow breath. 

“If  you could?” asked Adam.
The snake wrapped around the third rib to crack it free. It 

helped roll Adam onto his side so the rib fell onto the ground. 
Together they planted it.  

 
¤ ¤ ¤

 
Adam worried they should have buried the rib deeper. When 

he closed his eyes to envision the exact instructions on the leaf, 
blackened circles and fuzzy orange, the snake gently circled his 
broken wrist and said, “I am sorry. I like you.” 

“Sorry for what?” asked Adam, opening his eyes. 
The snake swayed, then laid its head against the crook of  his 

elbow. A flock of  starlings whirled above, far away, as the sun set.
 

¤ ¤ ¤
 
Adam and the snake watched the patch of  ground. A light 
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S U B H R AVA N U  D A S

The Many Uses of  a Banyan 
Tree

1) The trunk of  a banyan tree can be caked with vermilion and 
the land around it can be declared too sacred to be mined. 
On this sacred land can be established a school of  fine arts 
to provide creative respite for the miners who are worn out 
from perforating the rest of  the valley. The valley’s farmers 
displaced by the mines can be hired as teachers, and the only 
puppetry enthusiast among the farmers can be designated 
the principal. The miners can be promised one free round 
of  laundry for each day they attend school before having to 
disappear into the mines at night.

2) The leaves of  the banyan tree can serve as plates for a feast. 
Row upon row of  cross-legged miners can snivel at the rice 
and curry being ladled onto and then trickling off  of  the 
leaves fluttering on the ground. The moment the gong is 
sounded, they can scoop up these watery mounds with their 
helmets and funnel them down their gullets. The owners of  
the mining company, having handed over a tax-exempt do-
nation to the school, can watch over the miners from behind 
masks of  benevolence.

D A N  C A M P I O N

Mare Nostrum

Today you struggle to be heard just for
yourself, to reappear, to breathe live air,
to feel a stinging rain with shoulders bare.
You wish to see that daytime meteor
Selene flare a thousand times or more,
to be while I’m completely unaware,
eclipsed awhile, as surely I can spare
some sun for you. We had such close rapport.
Today you struggle in dark surf, and I
can see and hear you but stand powerless
on shore, can’t run, can’t swim, can’t row, can’t be
of  any help. One edge of  wilderness
is mare clausum, which I can’t defy.
But mare nostrum is a rising sea.
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eventually pack up the whip in order to go home and self-
flagellate until midnight.

6) The fruits of  the banyan tree can be painted green and 
passed off  as grapes. The other miners in Advanced Finger 
Painting can be aware that these pretend-grapes taste foul 
and are toxic when consumed in excess; they can offer these 
pretend-grapes as pretend-consolation to the frail, whipped 
miner. The frail miner can swallow the entire bowl of  
pretend-grapes, and the other miners can revel in the success 
of  the con. The frail miner can beam at them and beg for 
more. They can show enthusiasm in keeping the bowls of  
pretend-grapes coming. Halfway through the sixth bowl, the 
frail miner can tremble, can collapse to the ground, can get 
pulled away by the banyan tree, and can get swallowed up 
by the sacred ground. The banyan tree cannot, but everyone 
else can run away.

7) The sheer size of  the banyan tree can provide shade to all. 
The regrouped farmer-teachers, miner-students, and puppe-
teer-principal can huddle under it and salute in unison. They 
can sing a prayer wishing the frail, fallen miner a comfort-
able journey to depths much deeper than any mine. They 
can record a jingle extolling their camaraderie that can be 
used by the mining company in future marketing campaigns. 
They can bow before the banyan tree, which is the only wit-
ness to their collective guilt. They can thank the banyan tree 
for not raising a hue and cry over the injustice suffered by 
the frail miner and for deeming it a mere thread in the noose 
of  daily injustices that asphyxiates the earth; they can thank 
the banyan tree for being pragmatic. The banyan tree can 
continue to remain silent. Silence can mean forgiveness.

3) The bark of  the banyan tree can be ground into a powder. 
The miners who are diabetic can snort this medicinal pow-
der by the cupful. The sugar in their blood now tempered, 
they can regain the energy to spend night after night inside 
the mines. When the blurriness—yet another affliction of  
the diabetics who carve their way into the earth’s womb—
dissipates and their vision improves, they can master the art 
of  carving intricate patterns in the school’s pottery class, 
especially popular with the miners because of  their familiar-
ity with its core component: earth.

4) The sap of  the banyan tree can be cooked down to make 
glue. Using the glue, all the available chairs can be stuck 
together to form a stage on which the students in puppetry 
class can present a puppet play before the entire school. 
As warranted at the end of  all plays brandishing divinity, 
the virtuous puppets can battle the sinful puppets and can 
have everyone’s ankles rattling with adrenaline. Everyone 
can lend a hand when the puppet-limbs strewn across the 
stage are collected and glued together to form a ten-foot-tall 
wall around the school. The wall can prevent unwanted eyes 
from prying into the school’s affairs. 

5) The hanging roots of  the banyan tree can be yanked off  its 
branches to serve as punishment-whips. The teacher of  Ad-
vanced Finger Painting can call forth the frailest miner in the 
class and let fly such a whip. “Boxes numbered 1 are to be 
filled with yellow, and boxes numbered 2 are to be filled with 
red. Not the other way around,” the teacher can say. Sliv-
ers of  miner skin can keep flying into the air while neither 
the whipping nor the wails come to a stop. The teacher can 
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B I S WA M O H I N I  D H A L

Mother’s Milk

B I S WA M O H I N I  D H A L

“Mother’s Milk”
Graphic Art, 2021

I created “Mother’s Milk” with the belief  that women, regard-
less of  their skin, have an inherent similitude, for a mother’s 
milk appears and nourishes the same irrespective of  origin.
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becoming charcoal, all of  it ash from bombs.
Now Hafez’s son Bashar is in charge.
We’re stuck, and all of  Syria’s charcoal.

S E I F - E L D E I N E

The Air Conditioning in Syria

 1982 to Now

All summer the A/C was broken,
days were as complicated as the color yellow
and the words “Brotherhood” and the city “Hama”
circulated like the air we dreamed of.

My father was finishing his medical school
in Aleppo, his studies drifting into yellow.
The evenings spun into tarneeb, arguileh
and bad girls willing to sneak into dorms.
Hafez Al-Assad’s thin lips and mustache,
spoke to us each night on SyriaTV.

On the morning news, I saw the face
of  Nizar Qabbani through an ocean
of  women. The fridge expelled Fanta,
the sun burned sweat off  our skin.
And my father failed anatomy
as the Muslim Brotherhood botched
its mission to take Hama, so Assad slaughtered
its residents. We lived through Hama
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He pushes his Samsung tablet towards me. I almost freak out 
at the offer until it clicks that he is only offering me the soft copy 
of  his essay.

“I can’t read it now,” I say.
He nods and pulls back his arm. We both turn our attention 

to the MC, a scrawny little man with a blond goatee, who ties up 
a joke already eliciting exuberance from the audience. The humor 
is lost on us. But we harvest our version of  the mirth from the 
disorientation that is pasted on both our faces. The tightness in 
my chest relaxes.

After the ceremony, after the many photographs and sing-
song congratulations, my new friend speaks of  me to his dad, 
and we—Mom and I—are offered a ride home. Inside his fa-
ther’s Lexus, I sit between my new friend and Mom. His father 
sits in front and tells the driver that he will be dropping us at 
Iyana Alagbede first. I catch the side of  his father’s face, the 
dreamy smile that doesn’t leave his lips throughout. On the ride, 
I start to read my new friend’s essay, but Mom intermittently 
interrupts with her endless thanksgiving: “God bless you, sir. We 
are really grateful, sir.” I roll my eyes in pretend frustration as she 
expects me to join her every time she unsettles the silence. I use 
the opportunity to look away from the tablet screen—a chance 
to glean details of  the car, cushions covered in fine leather and 
other polished materials that give off  a floral smell I will always 
associate with fine cars.

***

My new friend’s name is Jimmy. It’s Saturday, at his place. I 
make so much fuss about his school uniform, the colors, the 
elegance. “I can only imagine how beautiful all of  you look in 
assembly,” I say. He responds with a smile. I like his smile—his 

S H E D R A C K  O P E Y E M I  A K A N B I

Factor X

My new friend doesn’t know Mr. Tunde, or any teacher like 
him, because he attends a butter-butter school in the GRA. And 
he’d probably never hear of  Mr. Tunde, or any teacher like him, 
if  I did not beat him to the state essay prize.

“I love your essay,” he says after I read it at the award cer-
emony.

“I love yours, too,” I say, even though his second-place entry 
isn’t read.

He is first from the left of  the front row where the five final-
ists sit. I am second. Until I am back to my seat after reading, 
until I am brought back to life after long and boring speeches 
given by representatives of  politicians, we had not spoken. His 
compliment comes as rain in December.

He does a soft snicker. I try to suppress my embarrassment. I 
reveal my teeth to him without any sound. Awkward, the feel-
ing. He is already asking if  I’d like to read his essay before I get a 
chance to wonder why a boy who is supposed to be a competitor, 
a boy in a proper uniform—shiny black trousers, polished black 
shoes, crispy white shirt, and wine-colored blazer—is talking 
to me. Me in plain blue trousers and a white shirt that has long 
known brighter days.

I give him a nod. 
“Are you with your phone?” He asks.
“I don’t have a phone.”
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talk about the latest blunders spoken by teachers, nothing else 
feels extremely exciting that I could compare to heaven. But on 
the flip side, there’s one man that makes school unbearable.

“There’s this math teacher called Mr. Tunde,” I tell Jimmy, but 
the cry of  my neighbor’s child steals half  of  my words.

“Mr. Who?”
“Mr. Tunde, the hell in my school.”
Jimmy adjusts on the bench so that his whole body is tilted 

towards me, an attempt to buffer the noise. In one breath I cuss 
and hope the electricity is restored so that we can go inside. I 
continue my story regardless. “In my school,” I tell Jimmy, “when 
you see boys and girls with knees kissing the earth, you’ll cer-
tainly catch Mr. Tunde lurking around. That’s his moment. You’ll 
never see him without the whip he made from the broken hoop 
that was a fan belt. In his moments, a hush falls on my school. 
Even the twin neem trees at the center of  the school take breaks 
from their endless whistling. But there is always noise buried un-
der the silence. It’s there, the noise, in loud staccatos, swooshing 
from the chests of  the kneeling students. You will hear it if  you 
have the ears of  an elephant. I know that. This is a regular victim 
telling you.”

***

Of  my countless victimizations, one day stands out: an unfor-
tunate morning in Social Studies. I tell Jimmy all about it, watch-
ing how irregular curves form on his forehead. Mr. Sunday was 
late, and in my self-righteousness, I had decided to go remind 
him of  his period. Coming back, without the teacher, I met 
my classmates kneeling outside. Their noise had attracted Mr. 
Tunde: The Silencer. I wasn’t with them, I can’t suffer with them, I 
thought. So, I decided to go sit in class, hoping that Mr. Sunday 

lips spreading out like an elastic band, his cheeks pushed upward 
to form twin balls that look like puff-puffs on either side of  his 
face. Jimmy says I should give up my fantasy, his school is a mix 
of  hell and heaven. He calls his school library heaven. The scent 
of  books, the pages that open different spaces and times, the 
quiet; it makes him come alive, he says. But outside the library, he 
becomes nothing but his body size—fat, shapeless, and any other 
word his classmates think fits—and that’s hell.

I don’t know why his classmates choose to be uncomfortable 
with his body. Jimmy is not even as fat as the fattest boy in my 
class. The fattest boy in my class is called Moti and he is the bully, 
not the bullied. I stopped being his victim since I started do-
ing his literature assignments, but sometimes I wish I could add 
some weight, bounce into the class and dare him to a fight. Mom 
always teases that I could eat up a house full of  cheese and never 
increase a bit. I do not tell Jimmy all of  this. Instead, I think of  
ways my school can be both hell and heaven.

The first time Jimmy’s driver drops him off  at my house, 
a week after my visit to his, we sit on a bench in the verandah 
because there’s no electricity to run the fan. I’m grateful Mom is 
attending a church meeting and isn’t here to apologize to Jimmy 
every minute for the discomfort. I keep trying to win a match 
at a professional difficulty level in PES 2019 until his PSP Vita 
runs out of  power. With no more fun to poke at my neophyte 
attempts, he sighs and asks me to tell him about my school. So, I 
think of  hell and heaven again.

 My school doesn’t have a library like Jimmy’s. The building 
in my school that is supposed to be the library is filled with old 
books covered in dust. There’s no form of  quiet in the library 
because that is where the female teachers haggle the prices of  
shoes, lipsticks, and bags with the supposed librarian. Aside from 
the loud laughs I have with Tomiwa and Johnson whenever we 
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would appear before Mr. Tunde returned with his whip.
I had barely sat in the empty room before the gruff  voice of  

Mr. Tunde startled me. “Who is the bastard inside the class?” All 
the high-pitched excuses that flew out of  my throat did nothing 
to decrease the tempo of  Mr. Tunde’s whip landing on me. 

“See my hand. He gave me this artificial birthmark that day.” 
Jimmy looks at my outstretched arm, but I am not sure if  he is 
seeing a scar on my wrist or a scene in a horror movie. I smile.

There is another noise again, a chorus that stretches through 
the neighborhood that I also join in. “Up NEPA!” There’s now 
electricity. I usher Jimmy into my home and lead him to the only 
sofa in the room, then I drag an extension box close so that I can 
resume gaming on the PSP while seated on the arm of  the sofa.

***

In Alagbede, neighbors know each other beyond what is 
intended to be shared. The way I can tell which family is having 
chicken for dinner by the excitement of  the children, or walls 
failing at concealing the noise from one of  the bachelors’ rooms 
seconds after a new lady steps in. Through these intrusive noises 
we know ourselves better, that is how we know who to smile to 
by the next morning, who to greet in a high-pitched voice, or 
who to avoid. At Jimmy’s, the houses are so spaced and detached 
that it almost feels like malice. Inside his house, everything hap-
pens with the ultimate goal of  preserving the peace. In his room, 
the TV plays loudly enough for us to catch the words and low 
enough to hear footfalls from the front door. When the maid 
comes to ask if  we are hungry, her voice doesn’t go a bit above a 
whisper. It’s my second time in his home and I have only seen his 
mother’s smile on the big family portrait in the sitting room.

“I have not seen your mother around,” I say, half  question, 

half  statement.
“She works in London.” Jimmy says with a shrug. “She’s a 

consultant at a private hospital. No time to visit Nigeria.”
“Guy, what are you doing in this messed-up country then?”
Jimmy laughs, “This is why I loved your essay. Well, Mom said 

I should learn a bit of  Nigeria.”
“Why did you love my essay?”
“It’s unpretentious. Unlike most of  us who cast Nigeria in a 

fairy-tale future, you explained how the country will remain stag-
nant if  many things don’t change.”

“Maybe it’s because I see Nigeria from a nightmare point of  
view.”

Jimmy opens his mouth but his lips come back together as 
quickly as they had parted. His fingers hesitate to turn the next 
page of  the photo album we’ve been viewing—Jimmy has been 
constellating childhood stories from every page. I want him 
to talk. An apology, at least. That banal “I’m sorry” that really 
means nothing, offered for a situation that you have nothing 
to be blamed for. I do not look at him; I pay faux critical atten-
tion to the photograph of  him in the company of  three younger 
cousins unwrapping boxes under a Christmas tree. For about 
thirty seconds, we let the sounds from the TV and the whir-
ring hum from the fridge battle for dominance in the room. I 
am thinking of  asking what his mother meant by “learn a bit of  
Nigeria” before he beats me to speech. 

“What about your father?”

***

The following weekend, after winning my first match in PES 
2019 during Jimmy’s second visit to my house, I describe Mr. 
Tunde’s moments to him.
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his whip. “Simply sending them home will not do. Let me teach 
them how to properly remind their parents.”

With the way he smiles in times like that, you can tell he rel-
ishes the act of  tormenting students. Is he not supposed to leave 
after his period? How does flogging us make our parents get the 
money quicker?

My lungs start a protest against the air in the classroom; 
there’s no doubt, my name is on the list. Kopa Zoe tries to tell 
him that caning would not be necessary, but I hate the softness 
in her voice; it lacks a resolute conviction. He smiles to her as if  
determined to impress her with his flogging prowess. 

“Goodluck Ternenge,” Kopa Zoe calls. The first name. My 
name.

I am convinced for the millionth time that the name my father 
gave me was nothing but a euphemism. My luck always plays 
in reverse. Except the essay thing. The class is silent as I make 
a slow, shivering walk to meet Mr. Tunde. Mr. Tunde has this 
eternal hungry-looking face, deep brown and riddled with bumps 
I cannot call pimples. Walking to him is walking towards the devil 
on Judgment Day. There’s no salvation.

“Idiot, don’t waste my time!” he says. “If  I give you one, run 
outside and kneel down.”

After receiving the introductory lash, dancing out of  the class 
in pain, I hear the second name: “Priscilla Adebayo.”

With total disregard for Mr. Tunde, the class vibrates with 
murmurs. I also stand still by the classroom door, refusing to 
kneel. Now, you would think he’d stop, think, listen. No, he 
doesn’t consider our defiance. Again, the foolishness of  a man 
who lives his life searching for X.

“Ma, I have paid,” Priscilla stutters. We all know Priscilla 
resumes the first day of  every term with a school fee payment 
receipt, so we share in her surprise.

They begin with silence, Mr. Tunde’s moments. It’s a way 
we mourn for the bodies that would bear marks of  his careless 
whip. It is said that he carved his whip days after his wife disap-
peared with the Ghana-must-gos she had emptied his house into. 
Chinyere, a girl notorious for fighting and beating boys, gives 
flesh to this story. She says he cried to stupor for days inside his 
empty house until he began to hear strange voices and to act on 
their commands. No one is sure of  her story. No one says it is a 
lie.

Jimmy laughs unrestrained for the first time since I know him. 
“Everyone is afraid of  Chinyere?”

“Guy, it is better to hold your lips together than to have them 
parted by a blow.”

***

It’s Friday and my school goes briefly silent again. Yes, Mr. 
Tunde’s moment, but not the usual. It starts with what will be 
known as The Priscilla Episode. I believe that people who spend all 
their lives looking for X—the unknown—from numbers cannot 
be far from foolish. So, the episode really doesn’t surprise me.

“What sort of  senselessness is this?” I say to Mr. Tunde every 
time he points at me to find X, before strolling to the board. He 
never hears me. Maybe the voice in my mind isn’t loud enough. 
Or, he hears me. It may be the reason my X is always wrong, a 
constant excuse for him to tear my skin with the fan belt.

Miss Ozovehe, fondly called Kopa Zoe, enters my class when 
Mr. Tunde is just rounding-up his double periods. And as usual, I 
am scratching my back for getting X wrong again. She announces 
that the bursar had instructed her to call out and send home stu-
dents with unpaid school fees.

Mr. Tunde puts his math textbook down and stretches out 
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street from the market. After I let down Ejiro from my shoul-
ders, and Jimmy and I help my Mom inside with the polythene 
bags, we come back outside to sit on the veranda.

“Mummy,” that is what Jimmy calls Mom, “said you were 
driven out of  school for school fees.”

Before I can even show my disapproval of  Mom telling Jimmy 
first, her voice reaches us from the kitchen. “That useless school, 
they are yet to understand that my son is now a star, winning a 
state competition and securing a better future than most of  their 
incompetent teachers.” It is more of  a boast to the ears of  the 
neighbors than an expression of  displeasure. I shake my head to 
the mischief.

“That’s not even the matter,” I say. “Something happened 
yesterday.”

“Tell me, tell me.”
After I narrate The Priscilla Episode, Jimmy throws his hands 

sideways and yells, “That is madness! Was Mr. Tunde reported?” 
To whom should we report? The principal, who constantly em-
phasizes, Spare the rod and spoil the child?

“Do you report to anyone when your classmates call you 
names?” I ask.

Jimmy looks away and his almost-invisible Adam’s apple bobs. 
He shakes his head, his eyes on the climber-plant stretching 
up the antenna pole in front of  my house. And in that cogita-
tive moment, I understand that we let some things happen to 
us because we don’t believe we deserve any better. For me, and 
most of  the students in my school, Mr. Tunde is the bully and 
we are all Jimmys, doing nothing about it. I can’t tell exactly how 
Priscilla’s father will deal with the episode. But I can’t wait for the 
thrill of  having Mr. Tunde humiliated by a soldier. Jimmy, too, 
anticipates the gist.

“Do you have your receipt here?” Kopa Zoe asks.
Mr. Tunde doesn’t allow Priscilla to answer. His whip comes 

all over her since her desk is only a few inches away. With every 
landing, he calls her a liar. A thief. “Oh, you think the school is 
stupid, abi?” he says, with a lash for every syllable he utters.

Kopa Zoe looks on startled. Plus, she struggles to swallow, 
only succeeding at swallowing her voice in the end. But at least 
she isn’t paralyzed for long. She throws herself  in-between Mr. 
Tunde and Priscilla. It is then Priscilla escapes him.

I forget to tell Jimmy how Priscilla cried all the way home. 
We both cried actually. But I didn’t let Priscilla see my tears. But 
I don’t leave out the excitement I got at Priscilla’s house. I fol-
lowed her in so I could explain in peppered descriptions the 
wickedness of  Mr. Tunde. But my storytelling wasn’t necessary. 
At the sight of  the welts on Priscilla’s body, her mother went 
wild, cursing life out of  whoever wanted to kill her only daugh-
ter. She cursed and cursed in Yoruba words I can’t retell. “It 
is sojah that will settle this case, olohun. Let your father come 
back first. In short, where is my phone? Let me call your father’s 
brother from the barracks.”

***

On Saturday, I keep looking at the narrow path on my street, 
hoping to see Jimmy’s silver Lexus dancing forward. I am dying 
to tell him about The Priscilla Episode. I am supposed to be visit-
ing Jimmy this weekend, but with some talk about seeing the real 
world he said he feels better coming to me instead. I am running 
around the twenty-roomed compound with a neighbor’s two-
year-old daughter balanced on my shoulders when the Lexus 
parks. I am surprised to see both Jimmy and Mom alight from 
the vehicle, but I figure Jimmy had seen her walking the long 
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Every time Mom talks about my father, it is always wistful 
and hurried, like she’s describing something she once held in her 
hands tightly but can’t explain how she lost it.

“Your father is a hard worker,” Mom says. “He worked at the 
water factory in the morning, drove a van from bakery to ven-
dors at mid-day, held a pump to fuel vehicles in the evening, read 
books, and applied for scholarships at night. I respect him. Then 
he suddenly believed he could make it faster by gambling. When 
he started, he won a few paltry bets. That was about the time you 
were born. He held your little fingers and called you Goodluck. 
Then he started staking high, higher and higher. He began to use 
the savings. I cautioned, but he flared. I couldn’t press too much 
because the larger part of  the savings was from him. And then 
he pushed too far.

“You were just three years old. I had only brought you back 
home after your first day at school. As I stepped into the room 
and saw pieces of  paper littering the bed, I knew it was bad news. 
The first was the landlord’s quit notice, something we’ve gotten 
so used to. The other was the light bill that was stapled with the 
quit notice. Then there were bet tickets, all failed. But I almost 
died after looking at one of  the slips. He had staked a hundred 
thousand naira in hopes to win some millions. How he became 
so reckless, I never had a chance to ask. I did not expect him 
to come back home that night, he was used to nursing his pain 
privately. But I expected him back the next day, the day after, the 
weeks, months, and years following.”

***

It is Monday; the day it will happen. During assembly, I whis-
per into three ears, and before the end of  the first period, the 
whole SS2 block is expecting the arrival of  soldiers. In class, Pris-

***

I have a father. I know him as much as my distant memory of  
him and Mom’s parsimonious anecdotes allow. But I guess just 
like Mr. Tunde’s X, my father is a faint symbol in my memory 
that opens up a door to a room filled with questions. They were 
high school sweethearts, Mom and Dad. He was the lanky sports 
prefect and she was the beautiful senior prefect. He was going to 
become a chemical engineer and work with Shell or NNPC, she 
was going to be a professor of  modern world history. They were 
going to get married and live happily ever after, until their projec-
tions took a detour. 

First, it was the problem of  getting into the university. Dad’s 
father, who was a pensioner, couldn’t afford the fees for his 
eldest child. They were six children. Dad decided to pause and 
do menial jobs to save up funds for the next academic year. Mom 
had applied to the University of  Ibadan but wasn’t admitted. The 
second year they both applied to UI, they were both declined. 
The year after, Dad got declined by UI again, but Mom got an 
acceptance letter from Unilag, and so did she get a letter con-
firming that I had taken up space in her womb. She was nineteen, 
Dad was barely twenty. 

“You have shown us that you are now a man, you must also 
show us that you are a responsible one,” Dad’s father said.

“We can’t believe you have chosen to throw your life out the 
window like this,” Mom’s father said.

Dad got a job at a water factory; Mom became a freelance 
home tutor until she was too heavy with me. The plan was: after 
I was born, they’d work harder, take care of  me, and they’d take 
turns studying. But life is not formulaic. Perhaps, everyone is 
working out a solution, a journey to reach X. And there’s no one-
size-fits-all formula.
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“This is just a warning; you will still hear from me!” he says.

***

We are taking a walk around my neighborhood as I tell Jimmy 
the fate of  Mr. Tunde. We are now at the end of  my street, at an 
open space where boys our age play five-a-side soccer.

“Did Priscilla’s father come back with soldiers?” Jimmy asks.
“No Priscilla, no soldiers,” I say. “Not even anything resem-

bling the Boy Scouts.”
I sense the bits of  disappointment in Jimmy, just like the way 

I had felt. But I don’t want this story to end that way, so I con-
tinue. “Back in the class, after the senior prefect had ordered 
us inside, I caught a glimpse of  the man of  the moment—Mr. 
Tunde—through the window. His head sagged, his lips sucked in. 
His one and only whip dead. And then the neem trees whistled 
rapturously, and the air in school smelled like victory!”

Jimmy is smiling his elaborate puff-puff  smile and I am feel-
ing fulfilled as a good storyteller. “You wish your father was 
always around, right?” Jimmy asks, completely catching me off-
guard.

“Guy, why not? I believe he is out there, somewhere. When 
I meet him, I’ll tell him that his son won an essay prize worth 
a full scholarship through university. I will tell him that I won’t 
be studying chemical engineering but communication arts. I will 
tell him there’s no reason to be afraid again. I will tell him that I 
understand.”

I know Jimmy has his doubts about my father—everybody 
does, except me and Mom—but I love that he doesn’t say it. 
When my father’s brothers, men I’ve only seen once or twice, 
talked about Dad in the past tense, Mom said we will never do 
that. She knows the man my father is, he is alive. And I trust the 

cilla’s empty desk keeps our breaths still. Then the arrival of  the 
expected. “Kpa!” It comes during the second period when Mrs. 
Chinonso is dissecting the themes in ‘Piano and Drums.’ The feet 
of  students from other classes shuffle out of  their rooms, but 
Mrs. Chinonso continues the discussion as if  she doesn’t sense 
the excitement in and around the class. I feel utterly betrayed.

“Kpa!” The sound again. It is only then Mrs. Chinonso takes 
a pause and walks out into the hallway to see what’s happening. 
The whole class follows after her.     

On getting to the hallway, I hope to see a man in military 
uniform, but I do not. In front of  the principal’s office, at the 
far left from my class block, is Priscilla in mufti. Her father in a 
blue kaftan. The principal in her usual faded brown suit. And Mr. 
Tunde. Not just Mr. Tunde, but Mr. Tunde with a face resem-
bling a used tissue paper. Mr. Tunde with his right palm spread 
on his right cheek. Mr. Tunde with his hyperactive whip fallen to 
the ground like a soldier gunned in battle. A moment to behold. 
And like other times, the school is hushed until the neem trees 
whistle us out of  the one-minute silence.

 Kabir in 2B witnessed the making of  the second sound. I can 
tell that my face glows as he explains how Priscilla’s petite father 
had to jump to reach Mr. Tunde’s cheek. How Mr. Tunde sur-
rendered his whip to the ground to hold together the falling walls 
of  his face. How the principal briefly left the doors of  her mouth 
open.

A mash of  blues and whites form on classroom corridors; 
boys and girls animated with hard-to-suppress glee. The teach-
ers soon remember how to be in control and send us back to our 
classes. In class, we pop our heads outside the windows. Pushing 
my face through different breaths and smells, I see Priscilla’s fa-
ther lead his daughter away. The principal goes after him, bend-
ing her knees after every step. 
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woman my mother is. 
Jimmy is looking at the boys arguing if  a shot had been a goal 

or not; their fervor has intrigued him so that he doesn’t see the 
Lexus parking in front of  my house. “Your driver is here,” I tell 
him. I give him back his PSP, asking when next I will see him. He 
says I can keep the console. He says something about travelling 
next week, but I am too excited to hear completely.

As we walk to the car, I ask Jimmy why he did not stop at just 
complimenting my essay. Why he wasn’t afraid to be friends with 
me. “Did you not think I will make fun of  your body, too?”

“It’s because you did not look like them, the guys in my 
school.”

I want him to say what the difference is. I know I don’t look 
like his classmates in proper uniforms, but I want him to tell me 
something, something that has nothing to do with uniforms and 
brilliant essays. Something personal. But I see how hard he is 
trying not to look at me, I see that it will be hard for him to find 
words I expect him to say.

Before he climbs into the car, he turns to me and say, “So, Mr. 
Tunde is no longer The Silencer?”

“No. I only hate that after his final moment, some students 
haven’t stopped calling him The Silencer.”

“I’ll do something about the hell in my school.”
I don’t know exactly what Jimmy plans to do, but I smile at 

him. I find my thumb oscillating around the X button of  the 
console, and for once I think Mr. Tunde might not be entirely 
crazy. Perhaps we all hold on to X, like I have learnt to do while 
gaming, a means to win a tackle, to gain possession, to gain con-
trol.

I am soon aware of  the corn seller’s eyes on my body as I 
stand in the middle of  the street. She has stopped fanning the 
embers under the corn she is roasting. She switches her gaze, and 

we both watch how Jimmy’s car slow-dances down the undulat-
ing, untarred road.
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will I taste his heart? I flip it up, find slick force
in the boyish body of  an older lover. 
Bent in a shared breath, we smell the salt
of  crashing. Now, split the claw, use the cracker,

open knuckles, shove fingers in the shell.
We rinse, drop sea flesh in cloudy water.
The nut pick slips and bloodies my thumb.
He reaches across the table, takes my hand

and drinks. Blood and butter, the taste of  touch
with a tongue. Love, a shattered urchin smashed
on stone. That pile of  shell. The hammer of  his hips,
skinned outside a cabin overhanging cliffs. 

R O B E R T  C A R R

How to Eat Lobster

Softer than college friends, my lobsterman
is solid as a callus, a desired scratch, sky-eyed
with an upright I don’t trust, sexy as sunlight
on a harbor seal. Tight bearded, blonde,

he takes me to a pound. At our table on Cape
Porpoise, steamers, bibs we don’t wear, hot sea water.
I confess, I’ve never ordered live ones.
Mom bought me rolls. There’s sweet meat

in the legs, he says. Start there, break them off,
bite down, inch it in your mouth. Now,
snap off  the tail. We peel back green tomalley.
Dipped, his bearded lip meat, chewy.

He calls it eating watermelon. The sailor savors
my slice of  pink – beach blankets, belly down,
the open bills of  gulls. Flying with those high
grey birds, I wonder – If  I give him tongue,
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S H E R  T I N G

This, An Approximation of  
Pain:

The long rod, made of  horse-whip and
 white lightning, cracking violent static
as it curved through the air. The
 lashes on the back, counting I love
you on a D flat minor scale I had
 wrestled the night to learn, crying we
all want something we can’t have.
 That golden child opening doors
across a suburban sky. That sky folding
 into lullabies beneath our skin. When you darkened
your face with ash from the pipes, sank beneath
 the gap between the floorboards to the sound of
AK-47s splitting the air, you told yourself
 this was not the life you wanted. When you survived
a sky lampooned with silvered blisters and orange fires
 to be denied school, you hoped that
the apple should fall further from the tree.
 The tree: a wilted hollow, excavating
prayers from the trabeculous rattle of  loved ones. Her
 apple, bloated from epicanthal salt, drifts aimless
on a harbour of  ghosts.
 I’m tired of  these white-marbled

graves for our language of  love.
 How we made weak humour from unfinished
pain : Exhausting the metaphor of  a tiger parent :
 Injecting memories like napalm through the veins.
You cracked the cane and saw the faces
 of  the men who stormed your home —
the knife, a pillar of  salt,
 in your hand —reciting incantations
of  their virtue and strength as they struck
 a fist into the ancestral altar.
When the last note echoed
 through our porcelain home, the bamboo rod
rippled like lightning or the whistle of  the bullet
 of  a soldier rushing the pews of  a church,
and you made a soldier
 the only way you knew how.
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A M I E  S O U Z A  R E I L LY

Hole

The baby is crying. I am lying on the floor in the bathroom—
white square tiles, tangles of  my hair, the crystal blue rocks of  cat 
litter—and still the baby cries. Below the waistband of  my shorts, 
in the shadow of  my pelvis’s crest, I check the hole in my flesh. 
It is on my left side, round as a dime, scar-pink and a little shiny, 
cut the whole way through. 

The baby is crying and I stand up and walk to her room. Her 
neon wailing falls silent as soon as her head hits my chest. She is 
growing so long. Her tiny big toe hooks into my hole. It doesn’t 
hurt when she does it. She sucks her thumb and hums a little.

It’s not a c-section scar, my hole, because I did not have a c-
section. But it appeared shortly after her birth. When? my hus-
band asked, in the early days of  parenthood, though not much 
before he filed for divorce. When did it appear? When she was 
evacuating the birth canal? I could not believe he phrased it that 
way. But he did. I didn’t know when it appeared. It just opened, a 
little o. 

At first I was embarrassed of  my hole. Perhaps even a little 
afraid of  it. Never had I heard of  a person growing a hole, living 
with a hole. My cousin had a hole in her heart, but it was repaired 
with surgery when she was an infant. I hid my hole from my doc-
tor by covering it with a square of  gauze and some tape, told him 
I’d gotten a tattoo. He raised an eyebrow and moved on, finished 
my postpartum exam, told me I could tell my husband I would 

be back in action soon. 
Other than my former husband, I am the only one who 

knows about my hole. He won’t tell. Who would believe him? My 
hole is my secret.

In the kitchen, in the living room, in the car, the baby is hap-
py. My hole is a nothing-thing. But when I pull into daycare my 
hole throbs. In the rearview mirror, the baby’s eyes are as big as 
her fists and her fists are in her ears, rubbing and rubbing. Peggy 
at the daycare meets me at the door, grabs the baby. She holds 
the baby’s fist in her withered hand and makes the baby wave at 
me. The baby’s bottom lip sticks out, casts a shadow on her chin, 
and it looks like a bruise. I pull at my shirt, pull it away from the 
heat of  my hole. I have no choice but to go.

I stand in front of  my class of  eighth graders. An object in 
motion stays in motion, I say. My hole feels like the ring of  fire 
a daredevil motorcyclist zooms through: death-taunter, thrill-
seeker. I tell myself  my hole is hot because it is Monday. Remind 
myself  how the pain sometimes flares wide on Fridays. The baby 
sees her father every other weekend. Jax, the red-headed kid in 
the front row, is looking at the front of  my shirt, waiting for my 
breasts to leak again. I weaned the baby two months ago, but he 
hasn’t forgotten. 

I want the bell to ring, I want them to leave, so I can lift my 
blouse, so I can rest the cool edge of  my water bottle against my 
hole, so I can pick up my phone and scroll and scroll and scroll 
through pictures of  the baby. I will text Peggy and maybe she 
will answer right away, send a new photo, the baby with mashed 
banana on her face, strained carrots in her hair. 

The text I get is from my mother. She needs me to come over 
after I get the baby from Peggy’s. She needs me to help her pull 
the holiday decorations out of  the crawlspace. She needs me to 
do her dishes, make her grocery list, gather the damp tissues she 
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drops around her house and put them into the trash. She needs 
me to empty her trash. 

When my husband left he said I had become foreign to him. 
That my hole took up more space in my head than he did. I told 
him holes are the opposite of  taking up space. I don’t know who 
you are anymore, he said, and the crumbs from his breakfast 
shook loose from his beard and landed on his shirt. I don’t miss 
him much. 

The bell rings and my students are sliding binders and tab-
lets into backpacks, grabbing skateboards, waving, angry about 
homework. I barely remember how we got to the end of  the day. 

I have a memory of  my mother on a beach that was not the 
ocean but a rather large pond. I am five, perhaps six, and I ask 
her to let me bury her in the sand. She is sitting on a blanket, 
resting on her elbows, her hair is frosted, the lenses of  her sun-
glasses are cross-hatched with scratches. Her swimsuit is purple, 
her skin is nearly translucent, she is smoking a cigarette. She 
looks like a dragoness. Let me bury you, Mom, please, it will be 
fun. Fun for whom? she asked and I said, For me, confused that 
she didn’t already know. 

I buried her, plastic pailful by plastic pailful, and she hardly 
said a word. The sand was warm and I put a bendy straw into a 
can of  Coke, placed it near her sunburnt ear so she could turn 
her head and sip. When I was done she wriggled until she broke 
free, and then stood up. Most of  the sand fell onto the blanket 
except for the thin layer that clung to her skin, a soft crust. 

Peggy always has the baby all packed and ready to go when 
I arrive. My hole, upon entering the parking lot, contracts, and 
I place my hand over it, lovingly. It no longer seems strange to 
have a hole. I know why it’s there. At the door Peggy is cradling 
the baby, who is asleep. My hole quivers. A slight fever, she whis-
pers to me, I think it might be her ears? You’ll need to call her 

pediatrician. The baby’s nose is red, a clear thread of  mucus has 
dried above her lip. 

The baby sleeps in the car, the pediatrician can’t see her until 
tomorrow, my mother is waiting. I drive the long way so the baby 
can sleep. My hole is tender as a question. 

When my mother had walked toward the water to rinse away 
the sand, the sun had been in front of  her, so she was all shadow 
and shine, radiant all the way through. The water lapped around 
her ankles, then her shins, green and thick. Don’t drink my soda, 
there might be bees in it, she shouted over her shoulder. My lips 
were already pursed, I was already leaning over the can. And 
then I heard them, buzzing yellow jackets, their frantic threats of  
sting, their angry wing beats fluttering my eyelashes. I moved just 
in time.

Now my mother is diabetic, is recovering from chemotherapy, 
is aging. I have asked her to hire a nurse and she refuses. The 
last time I stopped over she smelt of  sour milk. The wreath that 
hangs from her front door is handmade, bittersweet vines bent 
into a circle, leaving orange-red smears on the glass of  the storm 
door, which is unlocked. Inside, I hear whimpering. Mom, I call 
out, not loud enough, the baby is still sleeping and she is in my 
arms. Mom. 

I find her upstairs, in the bathroom, on the floor. The water is 
running, the air is cool. The baby’s fever warms me. My mother 
is naked. My back, she winces, and the water is spilling over the 
lip of  the tub, across the floor, kissing my shoes.

I crouch and the baby smacks her sleepy lips. Why didn’t you 
call me? The baby’s toe is hooked on my hole again, my sweater 
bunched over the fat rolls of  her ankle. My hole feels the way my 
mouth did in the hours after my wisdom teeth were pulled—the 
wet ache of  absence, the pain-relief  that comes from poking it. I 
have to put the baby down in order to help my mother. I lay her 
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on her back. She splashes a little.
I roll my mother over and there is a sucking sound, not from 

her mouth, but from her waist. We look at my mother together, 
the baby and me. In the shadow of  her hip bone, water trickles 
into the shine of  a hole, round as a dime though a little puckered 
at the edges. I knew you were on your way, she says. Her hole is 
not as pink as mine and I place my hand over it, lovingly. It con-
stricts, I feel it. The white square of  soap, loosened by the flow 
of  water, falls off  the ledge of  the tub and stops at the baby’s 
foot. Before I can pick it up, she kicks it, and it slides until it gets 
caught in the tangles of  my mother’s hair. Amie Souza Reilly

Hole

The baby is crying. I am lying on the floor in the bathroom—
white square tiles, tangles of  my hair, the crystal blue rocks of  cat 
litter—and still the baby cries. Below the waistband of  my shorts, 
in the shadow of  my pelvis’s crest, I check the hole in my flesh. 
It is on my left side, round as a dime, scar-pink and a little shiny, 
cut the whole way through. 

The baby is crying and I stand up and walk to her room. Her 
neon wailing falls silent as soon as her head hits my chest. She is 
growing so long. Her tiny big toe hooks into my hole. It doesn’t 
hurt when she does it. She sucks her thumb and hums a little.

It’s not a c-section scar, my hole, because I did not have a c-
section. But it appeared shortly after her birth. When? my hus-
band asked, in the early days of  parenthood, though not much 
before he filed for divorce. When did it appear? When she was 
evacuating the birth canal? I could not believe he phrased it that 
way. But he did. I didn’t know when it appeared. It just opened, a 
little o. 

At first I was embarrassed of  my hole. Perhaps even a little 

afraid of  it. Never had I heard of  a person growing a hole, living 
with a hole. My cousin had a hole in her heart, but it was repaired 
with surgery when she was an infant. I hid my hole from my doc-
tor by covering it with a square of  gauze and some tape, told him 
I’d gotten a tattoo. He raised an eyebrow and moved on, finished 
my postpartum exam, told me I could tell my husband I would 
be back in action soon. 

Other than my former husband, I am the only one who 
knows about my hole. He won’t tell. Who would believe him? My 
hole is my secret.

In the kitchen, in the living room, in the car, the baby is hap-
py. My hole is a nothing-thing. But when I pull into daycare my 
hole throbs. In the rearview mirror, the baby’s eyes are as big as 
her fists and her fists are in her ears, rubbing and rubbing. Peggy 
at the daycare meets me at the door, grabs the baby. She holds 
the baby’s fist in her withered hand and makes the baby wave at 
me. The baby’s bottom lip sticks out, casts a shadow on her chin, 
and it looks like a bruise. I pull at my shirt, pull it away from the 
heat of  my hole. I have no choice but to go.

I stand in front of  my class of  eighth graders. An object in 
motion stays in motion, I say. My hole feels like the ring of  fire 
a daredevil motorcyclist zooms through: death-taunter, thrill-
seeker. I tell myself  my hole is hot because it is Monday. Remind 
myself  how the pain sometimes flares wide on Fridays. The baby 
sees her father every other weekend. Jax, the red-headed kid in 
the front row, is looking at the front of  my shirt, waiting for my 
breasts to leak again. I weaned the baby two months ago, but he 
hasn’t forgotten. 

I want the bell to ring, I want them to leave, so I can lift my 
blouse, so I can rest the cool edge of  my water bottle against my 
hole, so I can pick up my phone and scroll and scroll and scroll 
through pictures of  the baby. I will text Peggy and maybe she 
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will answer right away, send a new photo, the baby with mashed 
banana on her face, strained carrots in her hair. 

The text I get is from my mother. She needs me to come over 
after I get the baby from Peggy’s. She needs me to help her pull 
the holiday decorations out of  the crawlspace. She needs me to 
do her dishes, make her grocery list, gather the damp tissues she 
drops around her house and put them into the trash. She needs 
me to empty her trash. 

When my husband left he said I had become foreign to him. 
That my hole took up more space in my head than he did. I told 
him holes are the opposite of  taking up space. I don’t know who 
you are anymore, he said, and the crumbs from his breakfast 
shook loose from his beard and landed on his shirt. I don’t miss 
him much. 

The bell rings and my students are sliding binders and tab-
lets into backpacks, grabbing skateboards, waving, angry about 
homework. I barely remember how we got to the end of  the day. 

I have a memory of  my mother on a beach that was not the 
ocean but a rather large pond. I am five, perhaps six, and I ask 
her to let me bury her in the sand. She is sitting on a blanket, 
resting on her elbows, her hair is frosted, the lenses of  her sun-
glasses are cross-hatched with scratches. Her swimsuit is purple, 
her skin is nearly translucent, she is smoking a cigarette. She 
looks like a dragoness. Let me bury you, Mom, please, it will be 
fun. Fun for whom? she asked and I said, For me, confused that 
she didn’t already know. 

I buried her, plastic pailful by plastic pailful, and she hardly 
said a word. The sand was warm and I put a bendy straw into a 
can of  Coke, placed it near her sunburnt ear so she could turn 
her head and sip. When I was done she wriggled until she broke 
free, and then stood up. Most of  the sand fell onto the blanket 
except for the thin layer that clung to her skin, a soft crust. 

Peggy always has the baby all packed and ready to go when 
I arrive. My hole, upon entering the parking lot, contracts, and 
I place my hand over it, lovingly. It no longer seems strange to 
have a hole. I know why it’s there. At the door Peggy is cradling 
the baby, who is asleep. My hole quivers. A slight fever, she whis-
pers to me, I think it might be her ears? You’ll need to call her 
pediatrician. The baby’s nose is red, a clear thread of  mucus has 
dried above her lip. 

The baby sleeps in the car, the pediatrician can’t see her until 
tomorrow, my mother is waiting. I drive the long way so the baby 
can sleep. My hole is tender as a question. 

When my mother had walked toward the water to rinse away 
the sand, the sun had been in front of  her, so she was all shadow 
and shine, radiant all the way through. The water lapped around 
her ankles, then her shins, green and thick. Don’t drink my soda, 
there might be bees in it, she shouted over her shoulder. My lips 
were already pursed, I was already leaning over the can. And 
then I heard them, buzzing yellow jackets, their frantic threats of  
sting, their angry wing beats fluttering my eyelashes. I moved just 
in time.

Now my mother is diabetic, is recovering from chemotherapy, 
is aging. I have asked her to hire a nurse and she refuses. The 
last time I stopped over she smelt of  sour milk. The wreath that 
hangs from her front door is handmade, bittersweet vines bent 
into a circle, leaving orange-red smears on the glass of  the storm 
door, which is unlocked. Inside, I hear whimpering. Mom, I call 
out, not loud enough, the baby is still sleeping and she is in my 
arms. Mom. 

I find her upstairs, in the bathroom, on the floor. The water is 
running, the air is cool. The baby’s fever warms me. My mother 
is naked. My back, she winces, and the water is spilling over the 
lip of  the tub, across the floor, kissing my shoes.
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I crouch and the baby smacks her sleepy lips. Why didn’t you 
call me? The baby’s toe is hooked on my hole again, my sweater 
bunched over the fat rolls of  her ankle. My hole feels the way my 
mouth did in the hours after my wisdom teeth were pulled—the 
wet ache of  absence, the pain-relief  that comes from poking it. I 
have to put the baby down in order to help my mother. I lay her 
on her back. She splashes a little.

I roll my mother over and there is a sucking sound, not from 
her mouth, but from her waist. We look at my mother together, 
the baby and me. In the shadow of  her hip bone, water trickles 
into the shine of  a hole, round as a dime though a little puckered 
at the edges. I knew you were on your way, she says. Her hole is 
not as pink as mine and I place my hand over it, lovingly. It con-
stricts, I feel it. The white square of  soap, loosened by the flow 
of  water, falls off  the ledge of  the tub and stops at the baby’s 
foot. Before I can pick it up, she kicks it, and it slides until it gets 
caught in the tangles of  my mother’s hair.

J E N  F E R O Z E

Maternal Zoology

Lights out on the post-labour ward,
hot as the tropics, and sound fills the room.
Each of  us sits heavy in our cubicles,
air stagnant with sweat and milk,
blood’s iron tang and a herbaceous bite
of  exquisite and terrifying love.

Amid the beeps, the buzzers
and the hum of  fluttering midwives,
vines are growing around our curtained walls.

Across from me, there’s a mangrove swamp,
silted and warmly green,
filled with the clicking and squeaking
of  bright midnight frogs.
Two cubicles over is lush
with sudden, sodden jungle;
a tenderness of  soft primate hoots.

Our own little landscape is a miniature aviary,
your tiny lips curving into twitters
and snatches of  pitchy song.
I croon along with you until your breathing
slows into sleep;
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M A R K  M I L L I C E N T

Caravan

stroking your back, imagining
the beginnings of  wings.

Next door,
wavelets of  quiet sobbing
lap against the edge of  the bed.
As the night deepens,
I want to reach into the water –
a glowing, hospital blue –
and help keep her afloat.

M A R K  M I L L I C E N T

“Caravan”
Digital Pen, 2021

These small drawings are part of  a series that I use to head my 
poems. The simple lines of  the digital sketches take only a few 
moments, but add an interesting element to a body of  copy. A 
lighter tone mimicking a watercolor wash is laid over the black 
and white drawn image to tie them together as a stand-alone 
unifying graphic.
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A M Y  N E L D E R

“Last Round”
Giclée on Canvas, 2015

(next page)

So many moments pass without us stopping to cherish the ex-
quisite romance of  simply spending time together in this busy 
world. This is one of  the few paintings of  our domestic life that’s 
not an homage to something from within my own home. “Last 
Round” is another case of  me getting stopped in my tracks by a 
gorgeous composition in my head that probably appeared quite 
different to the naked eyes of  others around me—this time, at 
the Presidio Bowl here in San Francisco. My husband and I play-
ing with those gorgeous blue and pink pearlized bowling balls, 
catching the dim light just so. I was so taken by the image, I ran 
straight to find the manager, showed him my work on my phone, 
and asked him if  I could borrow all the gear I needed for an ac-
curate painting.

I A I N  M A C D O N A L D

Sacrament

At every bedtime, after another
day of  growing toward the sun,
the infant boy is carried by one
of  his young parents around the
circle of  adoring adults who form
his tribe, each of  whom in turn
leans forward to breathe his sweet
breath, to kiss his perfect head,
to whisper words of  benediction.

None of  this will remain for him
in what we think of  as remembering,
but perhaps, years from now, waking
between light and shade, there will be
some strange awareness of  having flown
before he walked, and always, always,
in the marrow of  his being, will exist,
inexpressible but real, the surety of  love.
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A M Y  N E L D E R

Last Round
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A S H I S H  S I N G H

19 and Hindu.

My mother said,

bow and pray

not for wishes but for forgiveness

because I have known

 more sins than graces.

How to tell her,

I’m more drawn to the mouth

of  men than the feet of  deities.

To the sin that tastes

 like a blessing to the palate

  than blessing itself.

To the rituals of  bed

 than that of  morning floor.

She says, God watches every move

a man makes and for sure They do.

In Hinduism,

 there are 33 million Gods

 over 966 million people.

But it’s you I’m hiding from ma.

So when I say mother loves God

more than her own son, it’s true.

Because God is pious

 whereas I am 19

and already had so many things

in my mouth,

none of  them holy.
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by the model train running on 635 feet of  track around the res-
taurant. I would barely eat the whole meal, unable to look away 
from the deer heads holding plastic tracks in their antlers. I’d feel 
the lard separate from the beans on my tongue, a soft mass that 
reminded me of  an eye until I spit it out on the bright red plate. 

I’ve never been vegetarian. I’ve deboned chickens and gutted 
fish. Meat doesn’t bother me; the core of  my fear, instead, is still-
ness. 

Mounted animals are denied decay. They stare at their kill-
ers, at strangers, unable to look away or sag into natural death. 
Their bodies are hooked, disassembled, drugged, and claimed as 
trophies, forced to watch the whole process. Though as a girl I 
was only disturbed by the unnatural freeze, I now see too many 
connections with rape.

—————

Sitting in a cider house in Montana, seven pairs of  eyes watch 
me. I can’t decide if  I want the glass socket inserts to blink, if  
that would make me feel more comfortable. I’m used to fish and 
turkeys; small mounts that disturb me, but I can ignore. The bi-
son’s head is too large for that. I sling back my cider, the carbon-
ation pushing into the soft tissue as I go to order another drink.

Cashing out, I ask the bartender about the bison head, if  
there’s a story behind it. No real story, they’re just old, she says. 
Came from the Boone and Crockett Club, some trophies some-
one didn’t want anymore. No relevance to the owners, though. 
Anyway, you’re good to go, she finishes, handing over the receipt. 

Two rams, four deer, and a bison. Leaving the taproom, I pass 
under each and briefly wonder how heavy they are, how much 
borax it took to slough the fat and dry the hides. If  someone 
dusts the antlers. 

G A B R I E L L A  G R A C E F F O

Antlering

First, the quiet opening of  her in the field. Legs pushed back, 
she lies there as my cousin sets to work, the strokes firm and ex-
act. He pushes in, adds his left hand to explore a bit. She doesn’t 
make a sound. Pulling her closer, he smooths down the bristled 
hair, careful not to move against the grain. When he’s done, he 
turns her onto her stomach so the blood rolls out as they both 
cool down. It’s better if  she stays clean. 

When he gets home with the doe’s carcass, he puts her on the 
gambrel hook in the garage and divides the muscles into cuts, 
a bit slower now that he’s nearing middle age. Her skin ends up 
draped over the freezer, three inches above buckets of  orange 
sherbet and Italian Ice. Within the hour, the hide is in a trash bag 
at the edge of  the lawn.

Had the doe been a buck, my cousin might have mounted 
him, caped the deer starting at the hindquarters until the whole 
skin fell into his hands. The head, though, he’d leave attached. 
That skinning is too advanced; he knows his limits. A buck’s face 
and antlers are too precious to fuck up. 

—————

When I was young, my family would frequent Campo Verde, 
a Tex-Mex restaurant, for green chili entrees and cinco-cinco na-
chos. My brother wouldn’t say a word the whole meal, entranced 
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—————

At ten years old, I lie down at recess pretending to be a surgi-
cal patient. The other girls are nurses and doctors. They pitch 
down their voices for the doctor role. The school’s playground 
is full of  tire chips rather than mulch to avoid splinters, and the 
rubber bits make perfect play scalpels. They leave thin black 
marks behind. 

Syringe, one of  the girls announces. The shiest of  the onlook-
ers hands her a yellow No. 2 pencil. She places it in the crook of  
my elbow, presses it in a little too hard for comfort. I take the 
chance to turn the scene. I begin thrashing, hyperventilating as I 
stain my white shirtsleeves with rubber. The girls shriek and try 
to hold me down when I suddenly let my body give out. Hands 
press on my chest, hot air blown in my face at intervals. I keep 
every muscle as still as possible. I only break when one of  them 
wraps a hair tie around my big toe as a morgue tag, tickling my 
foot in the process.

Recess ends and we move to our science class. I smell the 
formalin before we reach the lab door. Today it’s crawfish, a les-
son on blood systems. The teacher plunks a wet specimen down 
on the butcher tray in front of  me. Disgusted, the girl beside me 
squirms. I take the scalpel, this one real, in my hand and flip the 
crawfish on its back. It’s the same position I’d been in moments 
before. I poke the pincers, desperate to see them move. 

A group of  boys starts throwing objects on the other side of  
the room. Something smacks my cheek and lands on the table. 
Rolling it closer with the side of  the scalpel, I realize it’s the black 
bead of  an eye.   

—————

In winter, my family ships perishables by the pound. My fa-
ther mails wine, my aunt sends gingerbread, and my cousin post-
marks venison; I’ve never been to his house, only heard stories 
of  a game freezer deep enough to hide three bodies. After the 
twins were born, it was overtaken by breastmilk storage bags.

He has the necessary hunting licenses, time set aside for trips, 
the gun safe sealed to keep his three children safe. The men 
of  my family compare barrels over the phone, send each other 
photos of  target practice sheets. My father has his latest sheet 
proudly taped to the inside of  the pantry door. If  venison comes 
in the mail this December, he might sear it with fennel, swallow 
it down with a notch of  jealousy in his Adam’s apple. Only my 
cousin owns the kill.

This idea of  ownership of  bodies—their meat and mounted 
skin—is determined by men like them, white men with enough 
money to pay for extensive perishable shipping. 

—————

In the Rio Grande Valley, a small girl clubs a fawn to death 
because she does not own its body. The game warden is too 
close, would hear if  Prieta or her mother shot the pet. Ille-
gal possession of  a deer is $250 or incarceration. Prieta takes 
the fawn to the shed, struggles to lift a hammer, and swings a 
blow behind her ear. Once, then again. She remembers finding 
the fawn, named Venadita, after a hunter shot her mother. She 
touched Venadita’s spotted cape as she bottle-fed her. The hide 
was the most beautiful thing she’d ever seen. She shoves her 
hands wrist-deep in dirt, digs a hole in the shed and pushes the 
carcass in, too quick to see if  the growing hooves still twitch. 
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ward, a clear threat compared to the doe’s absent stare. 
My abdominal muscles tense, a shifting inside I’ve known 

since I was twelve. The blood will come soon. I imagine the 
shape of  my uterus, the antlers of  the fallopian tubes, the snout 
at my cervix. It, like the bodies of  these deer, is controlled, regu-
lated with norethindrone and estradiol my Texan insurance no 
longer covers. For years I considered an endometrial ablation to 
relieve menstrual pain, a non-invasive surgery to destroy the uter-
ine lining and stop menses. It’s simple: a speculum to open me, 
two plastic edges like the sticks my cousin uses to prop deer for 
bloodletting, and then a hysteroscope with an electrical current 
to destroy the thin tissue. But I couldn’t make the decision not to 
have children, so the inner muzzle is untouched, shedding velvet.

The car horn brings me back to the deer. They buckle and dig 
hooves through the snow, jolting toward the tree line. My partner 
squeezes my hand. Close call, he says. It happens up here. When 
we reach the rink, I can only look at my skate blades, the moon a 
surgical light over the white slab of  ice. 

—————

The curtains are not closed. The undressing already hap-
pened, sheaths of  fabric held in the husband’s hand. He calmly 
walks around the room, looks at his wife for a small moment 
before placing a pillowcase over her head. He does the same with 
his two children, each family member gagged and restrained in 
a circle. The husband pulls a black toque over his eyes after he 
loads a hunting rifle, spins blindly, and releases a shot. A lamp 
goes down. He reloads, then takes out more décor. He must kill 
one of  them but cannot bear to choose, so this is his chosen 
method. One final time, he spins and fires the rifle. Pushing the 
toque back, he watches as blood pools on his child’s chest, un-

Dust cakes the girl’s skin where tears have fallen. By the time the 
game warden approaches the shed, Venadita’s grave is packed flat; 
the dogs sniff  and paw and then squeal against their leashes as 
the man jerks them toward the corrals. A few moments pass, and 
then the game warden loads the dogs into his pickup and drives 
away.

This story is a myth. It is also truth, one of  many desperate 
cervicides, , this one catalogued in Gloria Anzaldúa’s Borderlands. 
Others happen without comment, bodies owned and disowned 
when convenient. 

When my cousin hunts, he is careful with the kill. I doubt that 
he sees part of  himself  in the deer, only pride in the action he’s 
marked upon it. He does not let his soul touch hers, does not let 
himself  share the moment as Venadita and Prieta do. Venadita 
never looks away from Prieta as the girl bludgeons her tender ear. 
When the doe gazes at my cousin, the eyes of  her killer do not 
meet hers. 

—————

Around midnight, my partner and I go to the woods in search 
of  ice. It’s February. The occasional streetlamp scrapes a yellow 
sickle of  light across the blades of  my skates in the back seat. We 
drive toward a local park that’s been flooded to make a natural 
rink, a quiet place that’s in total darkness at this hour, so he can 
teach me to skate. But as we cut up the Lower Rattlesnake, two 
deer launch themselves in front of  the car. I scream; my partner 
rips the steering wheel, crushes the tires over road slush to avoid 
hitting them, screeching to a stop. 

Panting, I realize one of  the bodies is smaller, antlerless. It’s 
closer to the car, sprawled with her head up, though we didn’t hit 
either of  them. The buck beside her has his antlers thrust for-
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He works in experimental psychology, examining rodents’ 
electrical brainwaves during social interactions after implanting a 
tetrode hyperdrive. The skull is pierced, electrodes thinner than 
human hair slipped into the brain, and the head mount looks 
something like an inverted fisherman’s hat. The degu colony in 
my partner’s lab had grown too large, so the project’s principal 
investigator instructed him to perform a cull. He tells me that he 
injected the rodents one by one as his P.I. observed, first with 
euthanasia then formalin, fixing the brains so they could be re-
moved and analyzed for hippocampal data. Standard asphyxiation 
chambers aren’t viable. A degu’s lung capacity is far larger than 
that of  its rat counterpart. As they died, my partner had to hold 
them, running a glove over the brown fur. 

One rodent, however, was not meant to be culled. It smelled 
the blood of  its cage mates, heard them vocalize as they died, 
and began screaming. The P.I. ignored it, briefly talking with his 
six-year-old son on the other side of  the room about a video 
game he was playing. My partner tried to tune it out, to focus on 
the cuts, lifting the sternum to see the heart pump chemicals he 
inserted at the groin. But looking down at the rodent, he noticed 
its eyes were the same color as mine. 

I cup his cheek, feel the soft bristles of  his beard on my hand. 
Look at me, I tell him, but he resists. I gently nuzzle his shoul-
der, wrap my arms around his torso. He struggles to hold me, his 
breath hot on my neck. We had to remove the eyes for research, 
he whispers, I had to. I nod, hold him tighter, but I feel a familiar 
lump in my throat. 

The etymology of  autopsy is to see for oneself. To open up 
something and claim its parts by looking. My partner studies 
openings, the gaps between synapses and the holes he carefully 
makes in bodies that are not his own. He makes the unseen vis-
ible through four small rods far more precise than my cousin’s 

able to look away or even blink. 
This penultimate scene in The Killing of  a Sacred Deer pulls no 

punches; director Yorgos Lanthimos makes no move to lighten 
the emotional load in this retelling of  Euripides’ Iphigenia in Aulis, 
one of  the Greek playwright’s final works. In the play, Agamem-
non incurs Artemis’s wrath by killing one of  her sacred stags in 
her grove and boasting himself  a better hunter than the goddess. 
In retaliation, she becalms the wind and sea at Aulis, prevent-
ing the Greek fleet from departing for Troy. To appease her, 
Agamemnon agrees to sacrifice his daughter, Iphigenia, to save 
the rest of  his family and his soldiers. Troops hold down the 
young girl and prepare to cut her throat, but at the last moment, 
her body is switched for a deer. Artemis accepts. Its throat is cut, 
blood pooled in the collection bowl. The cape is ruined.

The film, according to Lanthimos, corrects the myth. The 
child dies, no replacement body to be found. The father must 
make the kill shot. He restrains the family with duct tape, covers 
their heads so they’re displaced and frozen, a soft taxidermy so 
he can do what he will with their bodies. Stillness clings to the 
story, even in its most intimate moments. In the master bedroom, 
the wife strips to her undergarments and role-plays as one of  her 
husband’s anesthetized patients, keeping as still as possible as he 
takes control of  her limp body. 

The curtains are not closed. They are meant to be watched.

—————

In May, my partner asks me if  his shirt has blood on it and 
if  he smells too much like formalin for me to kiss him. He can’t 
smell it anymore, only the Dial soap he’s used for the past six 
years for surgeries. I hand him the chocolate milkshake he re-
quested and offer him reassurances. He won’t meet my eyes. 
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N I N A  T I C H AVA

“Dreaming of  colors that won’t wash out” (Botanical Series)
Acrylic, ink, charcoal, graphite, pen, paper collage and brass on 

panel, September 2021
Diptych, 60”h x 60”w x 2”d combined

(next page)

Title from: Thunder Jackson

“Dreaming of  colors that won’t wash out” is from my ongo-
ing Botanical Series, based on repeated organic forms, includ-
ing Aspen and Majesty Palm leaves and Chinese Lantern plants. 
Employing multiple overlapping layers of  painting, collage and 
printmaking techniques—many of  which are obscured in the 
cumulative evolution of  the finished piece—interweaved patterns 
coalesce into a lush composition suggesting bouquets, gardens or 
an imagined wilderness.

I am exploring the complicated intertwining of  culture, technol-
ogy and nature. Our environment and experiences are increas-
ingly engineered, edited and filtered. Reproduction and repetition 
being central themes, my painting is a response to things mass-
produced and processed to an ideal. This tension drives my ex-
ploration of  color, surface and materiality. A prominent element 
of  my work is the application of  thousands of  beads of  paint, 
meticulously applied and used to create screens and patterns.

. 

methods. It occurs to me that so much of  the verbiage of  hunt-
ing—dressing, stripping—has roots in seeing, vulnerabilities ex-
posed. These words are also used to describe women, the clothes 
others want them to shed, claiming ownership by touching their 
skin with the naked eye. 

I pull back from my partner, gently lift his chin with my hand. 
Please, look at me, I beg. 

I do not want to be claimed. My body was violated by a man 
before him, tossed aside like unwanted hide. I want my partner to 
look at me, to share the moment; equals, as Prieta and Venadita 
were, though this moment of  death is displaced by at least one 
degree. Ours is the same kind of  looking, one that doesn’t as-
sert ownership because it relies on mutual consent to see what is 
normally hidden, a self-opening that allows someone else to slip 
inside. 

When he finally looks at me, I slip inside him and he inside 
me.



N I N A  T I C H AVA

Dreaming of  colors that 
won’t wash out
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by my restive, claw-fingered ruminations.
As my son turns over one of  my big, clumsy hands—
dummy-bruised and overused, I’m tempted

to brood on how useless they’ve been,
how cheaply I’ve sold their labor
and how quickly entropy has vaporized their works
when my son runs his feather-light fingers
over my corded forearms and whispers
Don’t pick at it. It’s going to heal.

S H AU N  A N T H O N Y  M C M I C H A E L

How They Heal

At 3 years old, my son
has become quite taken with scars
and has developed this habit of  inspecting my hands,
pausing from our morning walk, or nighty-night book
to turn them over and over, finding a fresh cut to say,
This a scrape. It’s going to heal!

repeating back something I must have said to him
more as an exercise in flapping my trap
than purposefully inculcating my child with a truth
that would take up residence inside him
and emerge like a fragrance from a flower.
This a scrape! It’s going to heal.

If  I don’t pick at it, I add, the truth
embodied by scars on my skin
and in my heart that would have healed wholly
had I not habitually peeled back scab
after scab as if  to excavate
the origins of  pain itself,

as if  such an unearthing could restore a loss
when I sustained the true loss in layers
ripped away and away
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M E G  E D E N

After Ten Years, I Return 
to the Southeast Botanical 
Gardens in Okinawa

Between the Alexander palm trees,
plain white clay cows stand, frozen
mid-grazing. You can pay
300 yen to paint one,
but only on sunny days.
They weren’t here before—
I would’ve remembered.

Today, no one is feeding
the Agu pigs. An eisa folk song
I used to sing as a girl
loops off  the intercom,
haisais and ha iya sasa
shouts echo into all that empty green.

I don’t remember the locked
pavilions or sun-faded posters. How tired
the walls of  the parking lot look
with their outdated signage.
What happened to the crowds

waiting in line to take the trolley?
Are they all in Okinawa World,
Naha, some other tourist trap?
Walking off  the path, I find
a time capsule of  old bathrooms,
boarded up and buried
by Jurassic-looking leaves.

We live
so briefly. I am no longer
the girl who stayed here,
a stranger in this island
and this body. Even the garden
gets old. Will it still be here
next time I come?

It starts to rain, so we wait
in the new gift shop, eating gelato.
Outside, the rain washes off  paint,
makes bare
a field of  cow sculptures.
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